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HOME PROGRAM: Yes/No Questions – Simple #1 

Practicing tasks that address goals need to be conducted every day for positive outcomes. Patients performing 
home programs each day — allow for daily work toward goals. 
 
Instructions: Caregivers are too set a time aside each day, for about 10 minutes at least. If patients have 
difficulty with the first answer, caregivers should provide visual help with a head nod or head shake. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
“Let’s answer some question with ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”  

“Yes List      “No” List              
Are chairs furniture?     Is a hairbrush alive?  
Is a glass breakable?      Is beige a bright color? 
Is Germany a country?     Is fur always wet? 
Is a father a family member?     Is it easy to escape from a jail? 
Can you see with your eyes?     Are medals something you cut? 
Is a flag a national symbol?    Is fire something that is cold? 
Are marbles made of glass?     Can someone be both alive and dead? 
Are machine guns loud?     Is Henry a woman’s name? 
Is 11 o’clock at night late?     Is the sun up at night? 
Is “wow” a surprised comment?    Is a tap a loud sound? 
Is baby oil wet?      Is rope always the same length? 
Are planes made to fly?     Is blood a solid? 
Can new experiences be fun?    Is every son’s name “Junior?” 
Do you wear a hat on your head?    Can you go and rest at the same time? 
Do cars have tires?      Are ancient ruins new construction? 
Is dirt dry?       Are spider webs solid? 
Do people move when they run?    Are swords dull like a knife? 
Can an umbrella break?     Can you see a dodo at a zoo? 
Do pilots need to get a license?    Is a doctor the same thing as a lawyer? 
Can paper burn?      Do dogs usually have warm noses? 
Do seconds make up a minute?    Is a lamp a type of car? 
Are bobby pins hair tools?     Is the letter “i” a number? 
Does hair grow?      Are footsteps a very loud noise? 
Is Fido a dog’s name?      Does everyone dye their hair? 
Can falling cause an injury?     Is hair always long? 
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